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“” enchanted forests to a stage in a concert hall, Georgia is normally
transformed into someone magical each time, too!Lipstick is like the
paint used by an artist. This is what Georgia Fey discovers one day when
she tries out different shades of lipstick from her mom’s drawer. With
each color a new world opens up around her, from floating galaxies to
the depths of the ocean; Behind each program is a whole other globe! But
a simple kiss on her behalf reflection, in her mirror, ends each
adventure, leaving the mirror searching a little like an artist’s
canvass! This delightful and humorous bedtime story book, told in rhyme,
is perfect for girls at bedtime or anytime. the beauty of their
creativity. While they discover their external beauty, this chiledren's
book will tale can help them to remember their inner beauty;
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Great illustrations ! Lipstick is just about the first article of make-
up that young girls like to try out. A wonderful tale for women!. The
illustrations are perfect, as is the concept. This tale describes how
the shades of different lipsticks make the youthful girl feel. It's not
only very funny, a strong aspect generally in most of Orit's stories, it
also contains an excellent message for girls concerning the importance
of maintaining your skin healthy.. This is actually the perfect nighty
night story This is actually the perfect nighty night story to learn to
your sleepy child. With all the hectic sound of a busy day, it’s very
nice and also fun to learn a story about something us women love to
perform. The illustrations are amazing This book is super cute. She
wants this book because of the cute silly pictures that light up her
imagination. I like this book because it’s sparks her curiosity. I am
today locating lipstick kisses on my mirror. She is having so very much
fun with this tale. I know you as well as your child will equally love
this particular short little story in more methods than one . I believe
it's great, and I look forward to reading others in the series..
scanning this reserve to my child and both of us love it.. I was reading
this publication to my daughter and we both love it . This tale combines
the fun of applying make-up, with the strong imagination of a young
girl.. This book is super cute. .I recommend to have it very easy and
fan reserve.. Michelle, my daughter, who's four years old, wants to
place lipstick on. Indeed most girls, and females, choose specific
colors to be able to look or experience a certain way. I'D give this
publication five celebrities.!Fun and creative. The illustrations in
this book are excellent! This story is amazing for most young and old
readers alike! You ought to have seen the faces of the kids while
reading to determine how much they enjoy! One of the best stories I've
browse to children Among the best stories I've browse to children! and I
really enjoyed my kids to read it The book is fascinating, and I must
say i enjoyed my children to read it! Five Stars Sweet book for youthful
(rather than so...) girls!
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